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Tweeting this?

#slapartnertalk

Mary Ellen:  @mebs

ProQuest Dialog: @DialogLLC

SLA: @SLAhq
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What we’ll cover

Are we adding value?

Building “information dissatisfaction”

Leveraging digital content

Tools for communicating value
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Evolving value of info mgmt.
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www.ft.com/sla



Execs’ top 5 info pain points

Info overload

Filtering through retrieved info

Relevancy of info

Up-to-date info

Timeliness of info
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ARE we adding value?

Do info pros add 
“a lot of value”?

Info pros: 
55% say yes

Execs: 
34% say yes
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ARE we adding value?

Biggest disconnects:

Decision-ready information 

Relationship mindset

Communication of value

Proactively ID info needs
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Are you guilty?
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Less is more
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Build info DISsatisfaction
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Who are your competitors?

What else do users rely on?

How do they access information? 

Are you as easy as their smart phone?

Should you be?
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Bring in the F.U.D.

Fear

Our competitors are using more than Google. 
Why aren’t we?

Uncertainty

Is this the only useful info out there?

Doubt

I don’t even get the same Google results as that 
info pro.
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Easy F.U.D.-generators

Compare Google search results

Changing the order of the words

Changing geographic region

Using

Using Bing, DuckDuckGo

Dare to compare! (more soon...)
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Who are your clients?

Who are your biggest best clients?

How are they using the library?

How could they use you better, more 
strategically?
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Who are your clients?

Who isn’t using the library?

Where can you add value?

Where can you instill F.U.D.?
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What are your clients’ concerns?

Senior executives

Reduce risk, better decisions

Knowledge workers/analysts

Better info, better answers

Sales staff, interns, “learning users”

Quicker, better answers
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How do you know that?

Ask ‘em!

When you need to make an important 
decision, what info do you use?

What do you do after you've Googled 
something?

How do you stay on top of what’s 
essential?
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ASK for complaints

At end of projects

Did you get what you wanted?

How easy was it to use?

What would make it more useful?
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ID info pain points 

What are they wasting time on?

>15 minutes? Stop and call us!

Live chat options on search portals, web 
pages

Where don’t they know any better?

Use this widget!
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ID info pain points

When do they need a new info habit?

When starting new project

When promoted / transferred

When expanding to new sales area

When launching new initiative
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Dare to compare
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We ���� Google!

Institute “A Google A Day”

agoogleaday.com

Tell your users when Google’s great

AND show them when it’s not...
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Dare to compare

ID a group’s likely query

New concerns in BYOD

Peer-reviewed articles on smart grids

Show Google results

Yes, with advanced search
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Dare to compare

Show results in premium search service

Easier to browse results

More relevant articles

Tools for focusing a search

Output easier to use
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Leveraging digital content
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Build smarter use

Teach the (internal, informal) teachers

Send them training info

Create community of teachers
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Build smarter use

Create shortcuts, widgets

Where your users are

When they are asking a question
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DIY widgets: no FAQ required!
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search.proquest.com/professional/widget/create
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Create better search outcomes

Customize user experience

Use your admin powers!

Pre-select databases to search

Set search defaults

Set search results defaults
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Create better search outcomes

Encourage more self-service

Create more access points, widgets

Create, link to short contextual help videos

Create, link to cheat-sheets
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Anticipate problems

Patent search template

Patent dbs and lit searching

Links to internal resources

Monitor use by dept/group

ID low/anomalous use
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Talking about value
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Quill: The Power of Artificial Intelligence

Quill applies complex and sophisticated 
artificial intelligence algorithms that extract 
the key facts and interesting insights from 
the data and transform them into stories. 
The resulting content is as good or better 
than your best analyst, and is produced at a 
scale and speed only possible with 
technology.



Can we beat an algorithm?

Computers still can't offer insights

We know what questions to ask

We bring perspective, non-linear 
thinking
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Can we beat an algorithm?

We engage in communication, not 
transactions

We identify synergies within the 
organization
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Indispensable info pros

Do you know your organization's 
strategic goals for 2013? and 2014?

Are you visibly contributing to those 
goals?
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Indispensable info pros

Do you track examples of your impact?

What changed as a result of your work?

Patents awarded, clients won, awards 
received...
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Indispensable info pros

Do you communicate your impact?

Annual value/ROI report

Value-rich vocabulary

Tangible results
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Indispensable info pros

What are you to the bottom line?

Overhead to be controlled   OR

Involved in accomplishing strategic goals
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Indispensable info pros

Are you proactive?

Are you creating new info-pain-solutions? 

Or are you just keeping up with requests?

Turn your 25% lowest-value requests into 
self-serve!

Collaborate more, rip-n-ship less
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Die, elevator speeches, die!

Turn an elevator speech into

Instead of WHAT or HOW,

talk about WHY
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HOW or WHY?

“We search premium databases” or 

“We expand your horizons beyond 
Google”

“We have online databases” or

“We help you find what you need faster”
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HOW or WHY?

“We provide research services” or 

“We have peer-reviewed content you can 
cite”

“We have a wide range of databases” or 

“We give you global insight, not filtered 
results like Google”
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Emulate the pros

See how info companies describe their 
value 

Benefit from their investment!
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Value propositions

ProQuest Dialog helps organizations 
make informed decisions and fuel new 
discoveries

ProQuest Dialog helps organizations 
seek competitive advantage
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Value propositions

Ebrary helps corporations optimize 
their budgets and move research and 
employee development forward

Bowker offers products that make 
books easier for people to discover, 
evaluate, order, and experience
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Speak to your audience

How-to videos

Podcasts

Pinterest
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Mobile access, apps

On e-learning platforms

In project mgmnt tools



Get out more...
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Bring your (introvert) tools

Tell 3-sentence stories

1. Client needed to take an action

2. You provided answers

3. Client achieved goal
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Bring your (introvert) tools

Ask questions

If you could improve Google, what would 
you do?

{Listen for info pain}
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Spread the word...



dialog.com/whatsnew/
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http://www.dialog.com/proquestdialog

customer@dialog.com

+1 800 334 2564 (U.S. and Canada)

+00 800 33 34 2564 (Outside North America)

For more info

or a demo of the new


